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Southern Cotton Production Archive 

 
A group of three early 19th-century documents related to 
Southern cotton production, comprising a Savannah 
Shipping and Commercial List, an 1815 cotton-related 
document dealing with 104 square bales of New Orleans 
cotton, and an 1850 postmarked letter detailing the shipment 
of 103 bales of cotton, shipped per the Lucy, a popular 
steamship along the Mississippi River in New Orleans before 
the Civil War. In very good condition overall.  
[1] Savannah Shipping and Commercial List. Printed and 
Published Weekly by L. Hart and Thomas Purse & Co., 1 
September 1836. 2pp, 8 1/4 x 9 3/4 in. Lists items such as 
cotton stock, what was imported, exported, vessels in port 
(Savannah), which ships arrived, current prices on common 
items such as cotton, chocolate, bread, etc. [2] Early cotton-
related document dealing with 104 square bales of New 

Orleans cotton, 1815. 5 3/8 x 10 1/2 in. Signed by ship's master, Elisha Howes. Lists the name of the ship, the 
master of the voyage and makes a reference to the danger of the seas. Signed and dated November 1815. The verso 
lists a note in pen that the 104 bales of cotton weighed 37,170 pounds and was valued at 1/2 a cent per pound with 
the total for the 104 bales being $185.85. A reminder of what slave labor contributed to and how this cotton 
shipment, along with millions of others would not have happened without it. William Cramond shipper was a 
wealthy Philadelphia merchant. [3] 1850 post-marked letter detailing the shipment of 103 bales of cotton, shipped 
per the Lucy, a popular steamship along the Mississippi River in New Orleans before the Civil War. 8 1/2 x 10 1/2 
in. Signed by T.P. Bancroft. Addressed on integral leaf to Boston, MA, postmarked New Orleans. The letter states 
that a Captain Davis is the captain in charge and that the cotton "samples" are also onboard the Lucy. $1,250 
 

Two Documents Regarding Payment of Hired Enslaved Persons 
 
Two documents regarding payment of hired enslaved persons, comprising a manuscript accounting payment for the 
hire of enslaved individuals and an estate settlement detailing the hire of three enslaved individuals: Jane, Calvin, 
and Henry. [Alabama?].14 May 1860. In good condition overall. [1] Manuscript accounting payments for the hire 
of enslaved individuals. Ouachita Parish, Louisiana, 3 May 1859. 2 pages, folio, 7 7/8 x 12 7/8 in., on blue paper, 
old creases, small marginal loss. An affidavit with details the hire of enslaved individuals as early as 1851: "Boy 
John hired...in 1851" for $100; and "Girl Ellen belonging to Amanda hired in 1851" for $60. The document also 
describes shares of crop and "six hands" over $600. [2] Estate settlement detailing the hire of three enslaved 
individuals: Jane, Calvin, and Henry. [Alabama?]: 14 May 1860. 4 pages, folio, 7 3/4 x 12 1/4 in.,  on blue lined 
paper, toning, wear along old folds with occasional repairs. Docketed to verso. A manuscript settlement of the 
estate of Lemuel Skinner (1786-1859) that details the hire of 
three named enslaved individuals, Henry, Jane, and Calvin, 
for the years 1854 through 1856. Jane was hired out for 
$100/year in 1854, $77 in 1855, and $100 in 1856. Calvin's 
rate increased from $40 to $64, suggesting he was a boy in 
1854. Henry's rate remained consistent at $150-156 per year. 
Skinner is recorded in the census data as enslaving many 
while living in Darlington, South Carolina: 6 enslaved in 
1820, 13 in 1830, and 11 in 1840. The data of enslaved is 
not available in the 1850 census, though he is still recorded 
as living in South Carolina. Sometime thereafter, he 
relocated to Wilcox County, Alabama. $1,400 
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A group of 2 manumission documents for 
enslaved persons in Cuba, 1871-1879 

 
[Slavery & Abolition] A group of 2 manumission 
documents for enslaved persons in Cuba. 1871-1879. 
Folio pages from ledger recording legal events in Cuba, 
8 1/2 x 12 1/4 in., (removed from ledger, chipping to 
edges, ink bleeding, discoloration, and creasing). Dated 
1870s, with Cuban government seals. Documents record 
the liberation (or attempted liberation) of individuals 
from enslavement. Some foxing, still in very good 
condition overall. $1,450 
 

 

1872 Puerto Rican Slave Registry Document 
 
[Slavery & Abolition] Registro de Esclavos. 8.5" x 6" inches. 
Signed slave registry document from the Puerto Rico's 
Arecibo region, dated 1871. The document is numbered "Folio 
Num. 2707". The document bears a section characterizing the 
physical traits of the enslaved person, as well as a record of 
the person's ownership in the Pueblo de Arecibo. The enslaved 
individual is recorded as a 24-year-old Black man, tall in 
stature, with no beard. Additionally, he has dark hair, dark 
eyes, and a flat nose. Bears signatures of the owner, "El 
dueno", the notary, "El Registrador",and an official "El 
Comisario." This registry was issued two years before slavery 
was abolished in Puerto Rico, on March 22, 1873. However, enslaved persons were still obliged to work for three 
more years after abolition and masters were compensated 35 million pesetas per individual. Has experienced some 
worm holing along left edge, minorly affecting the text. The top of the document has been cut, but it was common 
procedure as the documents would be torn from a larger book. Nonetheless, the title, "Registro de Esclavos", is still 
legible. Some toning concentrated in the middle of the document, but otherwise in very good condition. $600  
 

1828 Promissory Note for Hire of Slave 
 
Promissory note for hire of a slave in 1828.  This 8" x 5" 
handwritten promissory note documents the purchase of 
an enslaved person, Peter. The author of the note details 
what kind of clothing will be bought in preparation of the 
hire ("Peter who is to be furnished with two full suits of 
clothes suitable for winter and summer, hat shoes, blanket 
and socks), his assignment ("employed in no other way 
than common domestick labor"), as well as the agreed-
upon compensation of one hundred and twenty dollars for 
the purchase of a human being. Such letters were legally 
binding ("Witness our hands and seals this 1st Jany. 
1828") and was signed by William and Sam Goode in 
January 1828, this document includes brief notation on the 

back, perhaps for filing purposes. There is slight soiling and an irregular bottom edge, but this document is in 
overall good condition. $550 
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A Group of Two Documents 
Recording the Sale of Enslaved 

Persons in Cuba, 1872-77 

[Slavery & Abolition]. A group of two 
documents recording the sale of enslaved 
persons in Cuba. Dated 1872 with Cuban 
government seals. Two folio pages with 
Cuban government seals from ledger 
recording legal events in eastern Cuba. Each 
about 8.25 in x 12.5 inches. These three 
documents record the sale of an 18-year-old 
creole man named Florentin for a sum of 750 
pesos, and a 16-year-old woman named 
Dolores, who was sold for 600 pesos worth of 
gold. The price of slaves gradually rose 
throughout the nineteenth century with a peak average of 673 pesos per slave in 1870. These high prices, driven by 
increased global demand for sugar and disruptions in the transatlantic slave trade, played a part in ending the 
practice. Some chipping to edges, with ink bleeding and discoloration, but overall in good condition. $780  

 

 

1842 Letter on Enslaved People 

 

[Slavery & Abolition]. Handwritten letter about two 
enslaved persons.  Autograph letter signed, 1 page. 17 
December 1842. Addressed to Mr. Elijah Sutton of 
Springfield and signed by a W.L. Brady. About 8" x 10." 
References one Captain Ker, stating that he "will want 
the negroes and all his things that he left taken to Tom 
when you move except John who says you will leave 
with me..." There is also an invitation for Sutton to 
accompany Ker on a journey from Red River, Louisiana, 
with the assurance that "the negroes and things will be 
left with Mr. Francis Headen at the Post Office." Letter 
includes faint blindstamp in the top left corner. Some 
toning, creasing at folds. Otherwise in very good 
condition. $580 
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A collection of documents 
related to the assistant of 
Reverend Horace James, 
Superintendent of Negro 
Affairs in North Carolina. 

 
A collection of documents related 
to Mr. Edward E. Johnson (ca 
1824- ca 1901), assistant to the 
Reverend Horace James, 
Superintendent of Negro Affairs in 
North Carolina. Approximately 38 
items, spanning ca 1844-1873, 
associated with the life and military 
career of Edward E. Johnson. The 
earliest documents in the collection 
(13 documents, 1844-1852) 
primarily relate to Johnson's early 
career, including an accreditation to 
teach, letters of introduction and 
attestations to the quality of his 
work. The bulk of the documents 

(20 documents, 1861-1866) are associated with Johnson's service during the war and are highlighted by documents 
issued in conjunction with his work with the Department of "Negro Affairs," later the Freedmen's Bureau.  
 
Early war-date letters document Johnson's efforts to secure a military commission at the onset of the war and 
include 4 letters written to Ohio Governor William Denison on his behalf. It seems Johnson may have had some 
association in 1862 with "Shield's Division," but by September 1864 Johnson is engaged in work on behalf of 
freedmen in North Carolina and Virginia. His work there appears to continue through at least August 1865. 
Documents related to his Civil War service include, in part: 
 
Letter from J.A. Judson, Assistant Adjutant General, Office, Headquarters, District of North Carolina, to "Mr. 
Johnson." New Berne, N.C. 10 September 1864. 1p, 5 x 8 in. Judson informs Johnson, "The colored men which are 
in chg of the Pro[vost] Mar[shal] are to go on the Collyer tomorrow at 9 o.c. / General Palmer wishes you to have 
their rations & rolls onboard at that time without fail." -- A group of 8 passes issued to Johnson for travel primarily 
in Virginia and North Carolina between 1864-1865, two identifying Johnson's association with the "Contraband 
Dept." and for the "Supt Negro Affairs" respectively, and two including references to freedmen who are 
accompanying him. -- Two documents dating to 1866 relating to Johnson's work as a tax collector for the Office of 
U.S. Direct Tax Commissioners for the State of North Carolina. 
 
Following the war, Johnson returned to northern Ohio. The 1870 US Census identifies his occupation as a 
"Farmer," while the 1880 US Census identifies him as a "Manufacturer of Oil Cloth Binding." His war-date service 
on behalf of freedmen was recognized by the Rev. Horace James, Superintendent of Negro Affairs in North 
Carolina, in James's "Report of the Superintendent of Negro Affairs in North Carolina. 1864."  James identifies 
"Mr. Edward E. Johnson, of New Berne [NC]" as one of his three assistants in the state of North Carolina, noting 
the "diligence and fidelity with which they have discharged their duties." $2,500 
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African American Contraband Fund for Self-
Emancipated Freedmen, 1863 

Autographed document regarding the Contraband Fund. 
Washington, DC, 20 February 1863. 2 pages, folio, 7 7/8 x 12 1/2 
in., on Head Quarters Provost Marshall's Office letterhead. 
Signed by Henry B. Todd. A precursor to the Freedmen's Bureau, 
which was not established until 1865, the Contraband Fund was 
one of many efforts by the Federal Government or Military to 
furnish newly emancipated African Americans with basic 
necessities and opportunities. These self-emancipated Freedmen 
set up camps near Union forces, often with army assistance and 
supervision. Thousands of men from these camps enlisted in the 
United States Colored Troops when recruitment started in 1863. 
Many contraband slaves and free blacks voluntarily served in the 
Union Army, forming the United States Colored Troops (USCT). 
Some also became scouts, guides, spies, cooks, hospital workers, 
blacksmiths, and mule-drivers, contributing immensely to the 
Union war effort. Document reads, in part: "Received of Lt. Col. 
H.C. Doster 21st Penna Cavalry, the Sum of Two hundred and 
five Dollars & Sixty-seven cents $205.67/100, being the amount 
of money in full belonging to [the] Contraband Fund."  Numerous 
Union officers became more aware of both the potential and 
plight of the contrabands and worked for and made contributions 
to educational efforts for them, of which this document is just one 
example. Separations along old folds with neat closures to verso, 
minor toning. In very good condition. $2,200 

Large Original Photograph of 
African American Barbers in Shop, 

Early 1900s 

Large original photograph of African 
American barbers. C. early 1900s. Image 
measures 8 x 6" mounted to photographer's 
board measuring 10 x 12". Photo shows 5 men 
in white coats and bow ties standing beside 
velvet upholstered barber's chairs lining a long 
counter, ornate mirrors above each station. The 
men rest their hands proprietarily on the chairs, 
expressions stoic. The barbershop was one of 
the first areas of enterprise for African 
Americans in the years following 
emancipation. Its cultural significance from the 
beginning has transcended the utilitarian 
purpose it serves for men's grooming as the 

black barbershop has been a safe haven, a social gathering place, a space for the kind of free and open dialogue that 
has often catalyzed social change far beyond the shop itself. Sunning and 2 small stains to image. Details very 
clear. Corners of photographer's board bumped. Light stains to photographer's board. Overall good condition. $880 
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Free Person of Color Ordering a Property Vacated in 
1865  

[Slavery & Abolition]. Perali, Joseph T. 1 page. 8" x 10." Letter 
ordering a property vacated on behalf of Thomas M. Holmes, a free 
person of color. Charleston, 8 June 1865. Thomas M Holmes was the 
sitting president of the Colored People's Convention of South 
Carolina. This ADS states, "Permission is hereby given to Thomas 
M. Holmes to take possession of the property known as No 62 
Liberty St Charleston S.C. He having paid the U.P. taxes on the same 
and exhibited his receipts at this office. The party or parties now 
occupying the said premises are hereby notified to vacate the same by 
the 16 inst." Some time after the signing of this document, Holmes 
gave a deposition to Congress in which he testified that a "great 
number" of "colored people, who were Republicans" told him that 
they voted instead for O'Connor. Holmes was an influential figure in 
his community, and a leader among Charleston's population of free 
African Americans. Creased at folds, with some 

spotting/discoloration and light wear from handling. Very good condition overall. This is a rare, one-of-a-kind 
piece that offers a unique window into the life of a free person of color shortly after the Civil War. $1,285 

2 Tintypes Showing African American Women Following Emancipation 

2 tintypes showing African American 
women in the years just following 
emancipation. Both measure 2.25 x 
3.5". One image shows 2 women, richly 
dressed in Victorian fashion, one seated 
and the other standing with one hand 
resting on the other's shoulder, a scenic 
screen set up behind them as backdrop. 
Both women smile serenely. In the 
other image a single woman poses 
before the same backdrop, a paper fan 
partially extended in her hands. 
Tintypes, original photographic images 
printed on thin sheets of metal coated 
with a dark lacquer or enamel, were 
invented in 1855 and popularized 
through the 1870s when they were 
replaced by new technology in albumen 
prints. These portraits come from a time 
just after emancipation when African 
Americans were creating new lives for 
themselves. Photography was one way to commemorate freedom and memorialize prosperity, the formerly 
impossible made possible. Slight scuffing to the edges of both photos. Overall very good condition. $1,450 
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Solomon Northup’s Twelve Years a Slave, Rare 
First Edition, First State 

 
NORTHUP, Solomon. Twelve Years a Slave: Narrative of . . 
. a Citizen of New-York, Kidnapped in Washington. Auburn, 
NY: Derby & Miller, 1853. Large duodecimo, 336 pages 
including 2 publisher's ad leaves, 7 illustrated plates. 
Publisher's original cloth. First edition, first state from the first 
print run. Later printings have been seen headed above the title 
"Fifth Thousand" (1853), "Seventh thousand" etc. The initial 
print run of 4,000, such as this, was also usually issued with 
two leaves of publisher's advertisements inserted between the 
front pastedown and front free endpaper included in this copy.  
 
As one might gather from this incredible print run, Twelve 
Years A Slave was a runaway hit. Northup, a black man who 
was born free in New York state, details his kidnapping and his 
12 years of bondage in Louisiana before he was able to secretly 
get information to friends and family in New York, who in turn 
secured his release with the aid of the state. Northup's account 
provides extensive details on the slave markets in Washington, 
D.C. and New Orleans, and describes at length cotton and sugar 
cultivation and slave treatment on major plantations in 
Louisiana. Northup expressed compassion in his account: "It is 
not the fault of the slaveholder that he is cruel," Northup writes, 
"so much as it is the fault of the system under which he lives." 
Publisher's cloth worn, coming disbound, textblock lacking 
pages 321-322 (the final leaf before the appendix which 
included the sing "Roaring River"), moderate dampstaining and 

foxing, moderate wear generally, final leaf detached and worn, early owner's inscriptions on front pastedown. Overall 
in good condition and rare in the true first edition, first printing, first state. $5,500 
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Parliamentary Debates on the Abolition 
 of the Slave Trade, 1789-1790 

 
[Slavery & Abolition] Abridgment of the Minutes of the Evidence, Taken 
Before a Committee of the Whole House, To Whom It Was Referred To 
Consider of the Slave-Trade. London, 1789-1791. First Edition, First 
Printing. Only one other complete set traced at auction since 1964. 4 
volumes in 2 books. [2], 82; [2], 246; [2], 157; [2], 163 pages, with folding 
table in the 4th volume. Matched contemporary marbled quarter calf. 
Modern bookplates on front pastedowns. As issued, no dust jacket. Octavo. 
Offers multiple first-hand accounts and testimonies from Parliament on the 
abolition of the slave trade, abuse faced by enslaved persons on plantations, 
and more. Out of the 12.5 million Africans loaded onto 35,000 ships by 
American and European slave traders, very few enslaved people left 
accounts of their horrific ordeals. As a result, most accounts were from their 
captors, owners, physicians, and other various witnesses. Through these 
distressing accounts from slave owners, slave traders, physicians for 
enslaved persons, eyewitness observers, and various participants, one will 
encounter the darker truths and horrors that encapsulated the slave trade. In a 
harrowing account by a surgeon named Alex Falconbridge, he reveals that 

he "Has known several [enslaved persons to] refuse sustenance with a design to starve themselves...refusing to take 
medicines when sick, because they wished to die...Many other slaves expressed the same" (vol. 1, pp. 229). A 
similar account from Dr. Thomas Trotter, a surgeon in the Royal Navy, conveys a heart wrenching narrative, 
revealing that "Slaves, on being brought on board, showed signs of extreme distress and despair, from a feeling of 
their situation, and regret at being torn for friends and connections" (vol. 3, pp. 37). Moderate wear, lacking most of 
spine titles with one faintly reading "Evidence of the Slave Trade", and foxing mainly to title pages. Text is not 
affected. In very good condition.  $1,850 

 
Former Slave and African American Soldier 's 

Discharge Certificate from the Civil War 
 
[US Colored Troops] As recorded here, and confirmed by HDS 
and other military records, this former slave enlisted in July 1863 
at Milliken's Bend, Louisiana as a private and was mustered into 
Company B of the 49th USCT. The 49th USCT fought at the 
battle of Milliken's Bend just before Howard's enlistment and 
would be posted in the Northeast Louisiana region until the 
cessation of hostilities. Howard was discharged on 22 March 1866 
at Vicksburg, Mississippi.  Partly printed document has an eagle 
with shield on letterhead. 1 page, 8 3/8 x 10 3/4 in., with dated 
"Paid" stamp, signed, docketed in red to recto. As noted on this 
form, Howard was originally from Shelby County, Kentucky, and 
was almost certainly formerly enslaved. The 1850 Slave Schedule 
indicates a population of 5,875 black slaves and only 138 free 
Blacks. By the 1860 Slave Schedule, the number of freedmen had 
decreased to only 103 only. The Emancipation Proclamation, 
issued in the same year, 1863, specifically called upon freed slaves 
to enlist in the Union cause. Three-fifths of all black troops were 
former slaves. Somewhat age toned, with soiling, chipping at 
edges. In good condition overall. This discharge documents the 
participation of former slaves in the Union effort. $4,500 
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Original 1877 Photograph of 
Storer College Staff and 
Students: Early African 
American College and 

Birthplace of the NAACP 
 

Storer College is one of the most 
seminal institutions for the secondary 
education of freed African 
Americans located in Harpers Ferry, 
which Frederick Douglass described 
as the town where the 'end of 
American slavery began." Starting in 
1865, it was the birthplace of the 
NAACP, and one of the only 
institutions to provide teaching education to black students. Scarce 1877 albumen photograph of many students and 
important founding staff members stationed in front of the Boy's Boarding Hall, which provided sanctuary to many 
traveling students seeking opportunity. Silver print, Harpers Ferry, WV, 5 February 1877. Size 3 3/4 x 4 3/4 inches, 
on original plain mount; gift inscription on verso. This photograph is captioned on verso "Storer Normal School 
students sitting in the shadow of the Boys Boarding Hall on the north side. Mrs. E. Morrell from Uncle Aleck." The 
handwriting matches that of the Rev. Alexander Hatch Morrell (1818-1885), a central figure in the school's early 
years. He appears to be seated in the front row of this photograph, the white-bearded man third from the left. Storer 
College grew out of a humble school for freedmen in Harpers Ferry which was established in 1865. It was chartered 
in 1868 and became an important locus of the early civil rights movement, in part because of its proximity to the 
site of John Brown's raid. Frederick Douglass delivered an important speech on John Brown there in 1881, the 
NAACP was born there in 1906, and John Brown's Fort was relocated to the campus in 1909. The school closed in 
1955, and the campus is now part of Harpers Ferry National Historical Park. The school lost federal funding after 
Brown v. Board of Education ended legal segregation in schools. Storer couldn’t afford to stay open and closed in 
1955, but the legacy of the school continues to live on and its prime days captured in this spectacular photograph. 
Minor wear to edges, overall very good condition. $1,400 

 
Storer College 1869, 1872 and 1873 Catalogues, Birthplace of the NAACP 

 
A very small school started in 1865 with a straightforward mission: to provide an education to formerly enslaved 

men and women. For 25 years Storer College was the 
only school in West Virginia where any person of color 
could get an education beyond the primary level. These 
three catalogues date from the very early days of the 
college. They list the school's trustees, faculty, and 
students with their hometowns. The great bulk of the 
students are from West Virginia, most from Harpers Ferry 
and the nearby towns. The 1869 catalogue was printed in 
Dover, NH, 1872 at the Hampton Normal School in 
Virginia, and the 1873 in Lewiston, ME. Catalogue of the 
Officers and Students of Storer College, Normal 
Department for 1869, 1872 and 1873. 12 pages, 16 pages, 
and 16 pages. Each 8vo, original printed wrappers. 
Various places. Minor wear or vertical folds on some 
catalogues, overall in very good condition and very 
scarce. $1,700 
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Phyllis Wheatley Very Early 
Print Mention: "Some 
Account of Phyllis, A 
Learned Negro Girl" 

 
 

WHEATLEY, Phyllis. "Some 
Account of a Learned Negro Girl" 

in The Gentleman's Magazine. 
London: Printed for D. Henry, May 

1773. Measures approx. 5.5 x 9 inches, 
[207]-256 pages. First Edition.  

One of the earliest known print pieces on Phillis Wheatley: An 
introduction of the enslaved American poetess to the UK, where she 
would publish her first volume of poetry a mere 4 months later. The 
article quotes a letter written by her master John Wheatley to the 
Magazine: "by only what she was taught in the family, she, in sixteen 
months time from her arrival, attained the English language, to which 
she was an utter stranger before, to such a degree as to read any of the 
most difficult parts of the sacred writings, to the great astonishment 
of all who heard her [...] As to her writing, her own curiosity led her 
to it..."  the article goes on to note that though  "many people will be 
ready to suspect that these poems are not really the writings of 
Phillis" the lieu tenant governor of Boston and other such respected 
persons of the city gave an "attestation " that Phillis is indeed "a 

young negro girl [...] [now] under the disadvantage of 
serving as a slave in a family in Boston, and that has 
been examined by the best judges and is though 
qualified to write them".  

The article ends with an encouragement for the profits 
of the books sales be put toward the purchase of 
Phillis's freedom from slavery-- "a condition always 
dreadful but felt with double poignancy by genius and 
sensibility". The UK became the birthplace of 
Wheatley's literary publication, perhaps because of the 

nation's comparatively progressive abolitionist stance. On a trip to London with her master's son the same year that 
this article came out, Wheatley met prominent people who became patrons. The publication in London of her 
Poems on Various Subjects on September 1, 1773, a mere 4 months after this article introducing Phillis to the 
British public, brought her fame both in England and the American colonies. A fascinating testament to the 
powerful degree in which fluency and literacy humanize the enslaved to their captors, as well as the level of 
incredulity Wheatley faced as the author of her own work. One of the earliest print records of Wheatley. Disbound 
but textblock holding. Chipped at bottom edge. In very good condition. $4,500  
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The First African-American Abolitionist Novel 

The Slave, Or Memoirs of Archy Moore 
Just 3 copies worldwide, according to OCLC Worldcat 

 
HILDRETH, Richard. The Slave, or Memoirs of Archy 
Moore. Volume II. Boston: John H. Eastburn Printer, 1836. 
Duodecimo. Calf covers. 162 pages. Rag paper. The very first 
American abolitionist novel, published 15 years before Uncle 
Tom's Cabin, which some have argued it influenced. The 
anonymous author was an enigmatic, Harvard-educated 
contributed articles to various magazines. Poor health led him 
to spend two years in Florida, where he was he witnessed of the 
evils of slavery to write the anti-slavery novel The Slave; or, 
Memoirs of Archy Moore. It became incredibly popular, 
heralding a new genre of abolitionist slave narratives. In only 
fair condition. Covers detaching, missing one free endpaper. 
Pages toned, and mildly foxed. An extremely influential early 
text in the abolitionist movement. Just three copies worldwide, 
according to OCLC Worldcat in March 2023: Temple 
University, American Antiquarian Society, Worcester Public 
Library. $2,800 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Rare Original Frederick Douglass CDV Photograph 
 

DOUGLASS, Frederick. Frederick Douglass. CDV of Frederick Douglass by 
J.W. Hurn: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. No date. Rare original CDV photo of 
Douglass, Clipped corners of mat.  The Library of Congress has no catalog 
data on this portrait and assigns no date to it. David W. Blight, ed., Narrative 
of the Life of Frederick Douglass suggests the photograph was taken shortly 
after the Civil War; Douglass would have been around 47.  Rare. $7,500 
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Buffalo Soldiers Photo 
Archive  

 
Small photo archive of 
Buffalo Soldiers during and 
around the time of W.W.I. 
The archive consist of 6 
items: Five are original real 
photo postcards and one is a 
stereoview photograph 
produced by Keystone View 
Co, 1918. The earliest photo 
depicts the 8th Regiment of 
the Illinois National Guard, 

the first all-Black National Guard unit, and dates from Decoration Day 
in 1908. Decoration Day was the name of Memorial Day at the time, and 
the 8th I.N.G. is seen marching down what appears to be a 
Chicago street in full uniform. Other photos depict the Buffalo 
Soldiers in military camps, such as Camp Humphreys in Virginia, and 
at a railway division point, where the soldiers are seen standing at attention during a break on their train journey to 
the ship that would take them to fight in France during W.W.I. Another shot shows Buffalo Soldiers standing at 
attention in a military camp, possibly nearby the border in response to the ongoing conflict with the Mexican Civil 
War or drilling for deployment in WWI. In the West, Black soldiers greatly contributed to pathfinding, road and 
trail construction, building telegraph lines, and mapping out much of the frontier for homesteaders. The last photo 
is of a young black man dressed in a suit and tie that has a written inscription on verso "William [?] Edwards for 
Harriet Barker who left for war Aug 1st 1918". Finally, a photo postcard postmarked April 1919 shows several 
black soldiers unwinding in the recreation room at U.S.A. Debarkation Hospital No. 5 in NYC. The inscribed photo 
has cracks and chips along the outer edges, though it is still holding. Photos are overall in very good condition. 
$2,500 
 
 

Interracial Couple Tintype Photograph of an 
African American Woman with a Caucasian Man 

19th Century tintype photograph of interracial couple in the post-
Civil War era. A well-dressed African American woman wearing 
Victorian-era dress sits next to a white man with their arms 
warmly touching. The man, presumably her husband, is very 
light-skinned with Caucasian-looking features and hair, so it is 
assumed he is white. He is wearing a bowler hat, blazer, a tie, 
and is dressed relatively informally compared to the woman next 
to him. She is wearing a thick, long dress with a ladies' wide 
brimmed hat with fringe on the brim resting in her lap. She is 
holding an ornate spiral walking stick in her left hand which was 
often an indicator of wealth and status. By 1870, interracial 
relationships were only legal in the Northern states. The laws and 
the discrimination that accompanied them were very much alive 
in Southern states in this period. Tintype measures at 2.5" x 3.5" 
with bottom-left corner clipped, otherwise in very good 
condition. A rare find. $1,450 
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African American Family Portrait 19th Century Tintype Photo 

Tintype Photograph showing African American family portrait. 19th century. 
Measures 2.5 x 3.5". Image shows African American man in three-piece suit, a 
bowler hat resting on his lap. Two women stand behind him in Victorian dresses, 
one resting her hand on his shoulder as she gazes off camera. An African 
American woman in full white dress with high collar and straw hat sits beside 
him, her hands clasped on her lap in fingerless gloves. These portraits come from 
a time just after emancipation when African Americans were creating new lives 
for themselves. Photography was one way to commemorate freedom and 
memorialize prosperity, the formerly impossible made possible. Glue stain to 
verso. Overall very good condition. $650 

 

African American Woman's Tintype Portrait 

Tintype photograph of a well-dressed African American woman. 19th century. Measures 
2.5 x 3.5". The woman wears a full white dress in Victorian style with white hat perched 
across her coifed hair, hands clasped on her lap, just visible above the folds of her skirt . 
Tintypes, original photographic images printed on thin sheets of metal coated with a dark 
lacquer or enamel, were invented in 1855 and popularized through the 1860s when they 
were replaced by albumen CDV's. These portraits come from a time just after 
emancipation when African Americans were creating new lives for themselves. 
Photography was one way to commemorate freedom and memorialize prosperity, the 
formerly impossible made possible. Corners clipped. Tissue paper attached to verso. Small 
chip does not affect image. Overall very good condition. $500 

 

 

A Pair of Tintypes of African 
American Women 

A pair of ninth plate tintypes of African 
American women. Includes: [1] Ninth plate 
tintype portrait of an African American 
young lady wearing a dress with lace collar, 
with "Neff's Pat. Feb. 56" stamped near top 
edge of plate. (Image quite dark, with 
blemishes including large area of 
discoloration to upper left and along upper 
edge, some crackling upper left; unsealed.) 
Housed in a fully separated pressed paper 
case. [2] Ninth plate tintype standing 
portrait of an African American woman 

holding what appears to be a broom and another object in one hand. N.p.: E.C. Dunshee, n.d. (Image rather dark, 
with blemishes including area of rust to right side, heavy discoloration and spotting to mat; unsealed.) Housed in a 
pressed paper case. Mat stamped for Dunshee. $1,400 
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 African American Life in the 
South, Turn of the Century 23 

Stereoviews 

Archive of 23 stereoview photographs 
depicting the African American experience, 
primarily in the American South around the 
end of the 19th century. Multiple publishers 
but primarily consisting of Underwood & 
Underwood, the Keystone View Company, 
and Strohmeyer & Wyman. 1890-1905.  
Around 3.5" x 7.5" each. Black and white, 
often sepia toned stereoview photographs. 
Many have captions of placenames, a brief description of the scene, or phrases spoken by the subjects, often written 
in jive. A photo from Underwood & Underwood in their Famous People series depicts Booker T. Washington, the 
President of the Negro Industrial School in Tuskegee, Alabama. Also in this series is the notable stereoview from 
Strohmeyer & Wyman titled "Cotton is King", depicting a plantation scene in 1895 Georgia. This photo is an 
interesting record of the nature of postbellum Southern Black life, in that despite slavery's abolition a generation 
prior, many rural African Americans were still bonded to the cotton crop through exploitative sharecropping and 
tenant farming. This archive of late 19th century stereoviews gives a valuable look into the casual prejudice that 
black Americans were subjected to, though it also gives an interesting feel for the texture of their lives in the rural 
South around that time. Photos clear and sharp with occasional wrinkling or wear to stereoview edges, overall in 
very good condition. $1,450 

 

African American Inmates at Trenton Prison 
Photo Archive  

Trenton State Prison Photo Archive. 9 silver gelatin press 
photographs of inmates at the Trenton State Prison 
between 1963 and 1991. Sizes range from 9.5" x 6.5" to 
10" x 8." One of the oldest correctional facilities in the 
United States, Trenton State Prison is New Jersey's only 
maximum-security institution, housing the most difficult 
and dangerous male offenders in the inmate population. 
In this archive we can observe the day-to-day life of Black inmates. One African American man works in the 
kitchen, proudly displaying a batch of freshly baked brownies. A group of Black cellmates smoke cigarettes and 
socialize in a small, cramped cell. Several Black men in all-white uniforms operate heavy machinery. In a dimly lit 
medical ward, an AIDS patient watches television commercials, smoke rising from his cigarette. In a flurry of 
motion, a wounded inmate is lain on a stretcher and rushed through a corridor; this was the first body removed 
during the 1976 riots, in which prisoners gained access to weaponry and opened fire on an outside thoroughfare. 
While the majority of these photographs focus on moments of solemnity, some manage to capture the brief 
moments of levity and camaraderie that were necessary for survival. Very good condition. $1,250 
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First Edition of Classic Harlem Renaissance Literature,  
Black Manhattan 

 
JOHNSON, James Weldon. Black Manhattan. First edition, second printing. In 
its original covers. 284 pages. 7.5" x 5.5" inches. This copy belonged to Black 
journalist H. L. Cauba, and is inscribed with a musical notation by composer J. 
Rosamond Johnson, the brother of James Weldon Johnson and composer of "Lift 
Every Voice and Sing." James Weldon Johnson masterfully traces the New York 
black experience from the earliest settlements on Chatham Square during the pre-
revolutionary period to the triumphant achievements of Harlem in the 1920s. 
Johnson was an early civil rights activist, a pioneering leader of the NAACP, and a 
seminal figure in the creation and development of the Harlem Renaissance. 
Johnson was chosen as the first black executive secretary of the NAACP, a 
position he held through the 1920s. He and his brother, J. Rosamond Johnson, 
initially moved to New York to work in musical theater and stayed active in black 
arts and music even after moving into politics. The book illuminates Black 
literature, theater, and music of the time, as well as raising important questions 
about the African American struggle for identity. An attractive copy with an 
interesting provenance. Overall, in very good condition. $1,280 

 

William Still's The Underground 
Railroad First Edition, 1872 

 
STILL, William. The Underground Rail Road. 
Philadelphia: Porter & Coates, 1872. First edition, 
first printing. Contemporary rebinding with black 
boards and attractive gold gilt title on spine. 9.25" x 
6.5" in. 780 pages. A foundational text on freeing 
slaves in America written by one of the most active 
African American "conductors" on the underground 
railroad. William Still, the son of slaves and an 
outspoken abolitionist, was known as the Father of 
the Underground Railroad for effectively organizing 
its covert route of safe houses and conductors that 
carried slaves out of the American south to free 
northern states and Canada. Over the course of his 
run as conductor he helped over 600 slaves escape 
to freedom, interviewing them and recording their 
stories then compiling them into this volume. The 
accounts are at once harrowing and moving, 
showing the courageous tenacity required of escape. Reads one, "At this juncture, the fugitives verily believing that 
the time had arrived for the practical use of their pistols and dirks, pulled them out o their concealment - the young 
women as well as the young men - and declared they would not be 'taken!' One of the white men raised his gun, 
pointing the muzzle directly towards one of the young women with the threat that he would 'shoot.' 'Shoot! shoot!! 
shoot!!!' she exclaimed, with a double-barreled pistol in one hand and a long dirk knife in the other, utterly 
unterrified and fully ready for a death struggle." Boards have light shelf-wear present to the extremities. No 
ownership marks present. Text is clean and free of marks. Binding tight and solid. $4,500 
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Langston Hughes Signed Contract for His Autobiography 
 I Wonder As I Wander 

 
HUGHES, Langston. Signed contract authorizing use of Hughes' 
autobiography I Wonder As I Wander. New York, 1957. Measures 14" x 8.5". 
2 pages. Contract between Hughes and Jacobo Huchnik for the publication and 
distribution of the book's Spanish-language translation. I Wonder As I Wander 
was published in 1934, twenty three years before it was translated in Spanish 
under this contract. The publisher paid Hughes $150, ( the equivalent of $1,550 
today). Throughout the 1930s Hughes traveled extensively through the Soviet 
Union, Haiti, Asia and Latin America, giving lectures and publishing prose as 
he went to cover expenses. I Wonder As I Wander recalls those travels which 
were as much an effort to make a living as they were to see the world. "When I 
was almost thirty," the book begins, "I began to make my living from writing." 
That the book garnered him a publishing deal in multiple languages speaks to 
the clarity of Hughes' vision for what it would take to achieve an impossible 
dream. His travels are part of a tradition of black writers leaving the United 
States to experience global opportunities beyond American racism. “I have 
discovered in life that there are ways of getting almost anywhere you want to 
go, if you really want to go," Hughes writes. "You might have to squeeze 
through a knothole, humble yourself, drink muddy tea from consumptive bowls 

or eat camel sausage, pass for Mexican, or take that last chance, 
but—well, if you really want to get there, that's the way it is." 
Hughes did as much and more in his own time abroad. Signed 
"Langston Hughes" in green ink. The contract is also signed by 
"Jacobo Huchnik" as Editor and "Eulah C.Pharr" as Witness. A 
light 1" repair tape on one the blank margin, at fold, not affecting 
text or signature. Overall very good condition with a bold green 
signature. $2,500 

 
 
Uncorrected Proof of James Baldwin's Tell Me How 

Long the Train's Been Gone 

BALDWIN, James. Tell Me How Long the Train's Been Gone. 
London: Michael Joseph Ltd. 1968. Uncorrected proof copy. 406 
pages, about 5.5" x 8." Bound in tan paper wrappers. Baldwin's 
fourth novel powerfully portrays the anguish of being Black in a 
society that at times seems poised on the brink of total racial war. Set 
in Harlem, Black bisexual protagonist Leo Proudhammer reflects on 
his life a as a theater actor in the early twentieth century. This 
advance copy was distributed for reviews making it much scarcer 
than the first edition, it also predates the first edition. Bound proof 
bears wrinkling on the spine panel. Some discoloration on wrappers. 
Consistent toning throughout. Otherwise, very good condition. $450 
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Archive of Maya Angelou's Personal Library Books, Her Honorary PhD Degrees, and 
Personal UNICEF Photo Album 

 
ANGELOU, Maya. Important Maya Angelou Archive of 13 pieces. 5 historically relevant books from Angelou’s 
personal library; 5 Maya Angelou-owned pre-publication copies preceding the first editions of her own books; 
Maya Angelou’s Personal Photo album documenting her philanthropic work with UNICEF; and 2 Original 
Honorary PhD degrees awarded to Maya Angelou. The books from Angelou’s personal library include Baldwin’s 
Harlem: A Biography of James Baldwin, which also has Angelou’s bookplate in pink in the front cover and an 
inscription by the author reading “To our poetess, One of the Greatest Women of the Century” ; A Profile of the 
Negro American, with Angelou’s pink bookplate; The Story of Atlanta University with an inscribed note “To 
Maya”;  The Commoner, a novel about class and power in postwar Japan which has Maya Angelou’s personal 
bookplate on the inside front cover; All in very good condition. The pre-publication Advance Review Copies 
include Even the Stars Look Lonesome (published by Random House, 1977 the best-selling second essay Angelou’s 
so-called “Wisdom Books”) with a black ballpoint inscription of “Joy!” in Angelou's hand followed by Angelou’s 
large signature on the title page; And Still I Rise, Angelou’s third volume of poetry focusing on hope and 
determination to rise above racism and misogyny, published by Random House in 1978; The Heart of a Woman 
published by Random House in 1981, which tells the story of black motherhood in America by mixing the lives of 
figures such as Billie Holiday and Malcom X with Angelou’s own experience; the advance proof of the UK 
paperback edition of Singin’ and Swingin’ and Getting Merry like Christmas published by Virago Press in 1985; 
and Mom & Me & Mom published by Random House in 2013, Angelou’s final autobiography and a tender look at 
one of her life’s most complex and rewarding relationships. All in very good condition.  
The final piece in the collection is Maya Angelou’s personal photo album documenting her work with UNICEF.  
Approximately 5”x7” inches, cloth boards. C. 1994. Angelou appears in all 17 photographs of this album. The 
photos include Angelou’s speaking engagements and her meetings with dignitaries and schoolchildren. his album 
was prepared for a gifted to Angelou by Gwendolyn Baker (1932-2019), President and CEO for the U.S. 
Committee for UNICEF. The album bears the handwritten inscription, “1994/ Dear Dr. Maya, with deep 
appreciation for your role as 1994 National UNICEF Month Chair. / Sincerely, Gwen Baker.” The album and 
photo are in very good condition. We have been unable to find any record of the photos of this album being 
published. Persons pictured with Angelou include “King of Calypso” Harry Belafonte, news personality Hugh 
Downs, and Dr. Gwen Baker. Perhaps the most arresting images are those showing Angelou embracing schoolgirls 
who came to UNICEF to speak. $9,000 
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Eight African American 
Navy Sailor Oil Painted 
Portraits and Drawings 

1944-66 
 
Eight portraits and drawings by a 
talented African American artist in 
the Navy Charles "Chewy" Myers. 
Various sizes 12" x 9" to 14" x 
11". Various places, 1943-1966. 
Charles Thomas "Chewy" Myers 
(1923-2001) was born and raised 
in Gettysburg, PA, and served in 
the Navy during World War Two. 
After the war, he lived in 
Baltimore, where he was a 
railroad employee and then a 
graphic artist for the United States 

Post Office. He was a prolific amateur photographer and portrait artist. Offered here are 8 of his works, including 
one 14 x 11-inch oil portrait of a black Army Air Service soldier, possibly a Tuskegee pilot, done while he was in 
the Navy in 1944. The other portraits are of women, with two being of the same woman, and are done in watercolor 
or pen and ink. One of the pen and ink portraits depicts a woman with flowers in her hair, resembling Billie 
Holiday. Some wear and chipping to edges of paintings and drawings. Overall very good condition. $2,000 

 

 

African American Schoolgirl Class Photo 
Archive, 1950s 

 
Photo archive of African American schoolgirls in the 
1950s. 15 silver gelatin print photos. Photos range in 
size from 3" x 3" to 4.25" x 3", all are black and white 
silver gelatin prints printed on Kodak Velox paper. 
These vernacular photos document jovial times at the 
end of the school year for a group of African 
American girls. This school seemed to be 
predominately Black but there also seem to be some 
white students photographed. The fashion of the 
students pictured suggests this was taken in the mid to 
late 1950s. There are also three group photos taken at 
a school field trip timestamp stating "Mar 1956.". In 
very good condition overall. $325 
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1970s Street Photography Photo 
Album of African American 
Military Family Life in Ohio, 

1980s-90s 

 
Photo Album of African American military 
family from Toledo, Ohio. 1980-90s. 85 
photos, most of them polaroids, showing 
family life, a vacation to a Las Vegas casino, 
school graduations and military service. Blue 
spiral-bound album measures 10 x 11.5 

inches. Photos mounted to 10 pages. The album also includes ID cards, studio portraits and 
a school class picture, and is decorated throughout with colorful stickers and handwritten 
photo captions. 3 photos show man in military uniform posing with his rifle. Another photo 
shows a woman with loosely curled afro, smiling into the camera, her arms around two 
laughing boys, maybe her sons. The album includes a photocopied memo from the Brandon 
House Emergency Shelter with rules and regulations for what appears to be a group home 
for mothers in crisis. Phone numbers are written in pen on the inside of both covers and 
photographs throughout show a closeknit family with supportive community around them. 
Some small stains to photos do not obscure images. Some photos overexposed or 
underexposed. Staining to covers. Overall good condition. $750 
 

 

Carter Woodson's Association 
for the Study of Negro Life 
and History, 1970s Archive 

Archive of materials from Carter 
Woodson's Association for The Study 
of Negro Life and History. 34 pages 
total, ca 1970s. Considered "the father 
of Black history," Carter G. Woodson 
is responsible for founding the 
Washington D.C. nonprofit 
organization, The Association for the 
Study of Negro Life and History 
(ASNLH). This group famously founded Black History Month. Included in this archive are 4 membership 
invitations, which involve a brief history and a list of the Association's goals and duties. Also included is a 1975 
schedule of events for "An Awareness: In Celebration of Black History Month," a membership application, a list of 
tiered membership prices from 1973, and "Special ASNLH Branch Regulations for 1973." There are six printed 
photographs of Black icons, Civil Rights leaders, and abolitionists: Martin Luther King, Curt Flood, Paul Hargrow, 
Abraham Lincoln, Frederick Douglass, and Woodson himself. There are 3 photographs of Black schoolchildren; 
one is captioned "Black Children Face the Future. Martin Luther King Elementary School, Toledo, Ohio. Published 
in the Toledo Blade August 8, 1972." One photograph is of the Jacob's Pillow Dance Festival and depicts Black 
men partaking in a traditional dance performance. Interesting archive in very good condition. $725 
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MLK’s Crisis in America’s Cities 

An Unknown Early Draft 
 
 KING, JR., Martin Luther. Crisis in America’s Cities; 
An Analysis of Social Disorder and a Plan of Action 
Against Poverty, Discrimination and Racism in Urban 
America. First Edition unpublished mimeograph draft. 5 
pages plus cover. King’s nationwide call to action 
against urban poverty and the most ambitious Civil 
Rights Campaign in the Northern United States. 
culminating in the 1968 Fair Housing Act. King 
authored this brief but influential treatise after riots 
spread through the urban north due to intense 
discrimination and poverty. “The white society did not 
move and Newark came after Watts and was followed by 
Detroit. We will have to make them move. We will have 
to remind them that in the 18th century, Thomas 
Jefferson said, “I tremble for my country when I reflect 
that God is just.”” This draft of “Crisis” is absent from 
institutional collections and auction records, and it is 
possibly the only copy left in existence. While the 
theme and most content of this draft is the same as the 
final, it is driven by emotion which is captured and 
organized by the time the speech reached its final form.  
 
 On August 15, King delivered the fieriest of his 
speeches, The Crisis in American Cities. King 
proclaims, “If the total sum violations of law by the 
white man over the years were calculated and 
compared with the lawbreaking of a few days of riots, 
the hardened criminal would be the white man […] They created discrimination; they created slums; they 
perpetuate unemployment, ignorance and poverty […] Discrimination is the hellhound that gnaws at Negroes in 
every waking moment of their lives to remind them that the lie of their inferiority is accepted as truth in the society 
dominating them.” King campaigned during the “long hot summer” of 1967 to end the housing segregation that 
forced black Americans into unsafe and unsanitary ghettos of the urban north. Lacking the copyright symbol © 
denoting all press copies. Presents in fair condition with water staining and rust around the original staple, which is 
still holding. Light grey water stains to left side of document and bottom left corner frayed. All text legible. It was 
gifted from the Estate of Thomas Offenburger to Stoney Cooks.  Both Offenburger and Cooks worked with King at 
the SCLC, with Offenburger as publicist and Cooks as a young Director of Student Affairs. King’s indictment of 
the US government’s racist negligence is extremely rare today, with only one final draft edition of Crisis in the 
King Center Archives, and no copies of this early unpublished draft recorded anywhere. $18,500 

Civil Rights and Social Movements 
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Martin Luther King’s Historic Birmingham Jail Speech, 1967 
 No Other Recorded Copies Outside the King Center 

 
KING, JR., Martin Luther. Important and rare Civil Rights document from the original files of the SCLC, the 
Civil Rights organization King founded after the Montgomery Bus Boycotts. First Edition. Dated October 30, 1967, 
the day of King’s return to Birmingham, the locus of one of his most triumphant campaigns and where his 
volunteers endured some of the greatest persecution. 4 mimeograph pages stapled upper left. 8.5” x 11” inches. 
After 4 years of court battles, King must turn himself over to Birmingham authorities to serve a jail sentence 
resulting from violating an illegal injunction during his 1963 non-violent demonstrations, “We depart for jail in 
Birmingham convinced that our imprisonment is a small price to pay for the historic achievement which directly 
flowed from the convictions on the streets of Birmingham.” One copy of this statement is held by the archives of 
the King Center; and no other copies among institutional holdings or auction records. 
 
In this moving speech, King reminds his followers how Birmingham in 1963 united the Civil Rights Movement, 
“We recall with pride how thousands of Negro citizens facing dogs, fire hoses, mass arrests and other outrages 
against human dignity bore dramatic witness to the evils which pervaded the most segregated city in our nation. 
History has since recorded how these non-violent demonstrators led to the enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964, legislation which finally brought the end of legal segregation.” As King presents himself to Birmingham 
authorities, he reminds his followers of the true meaning of civil disobedience, “we will not appeal nor will we seek 
to flee the punishment. It is the heart of civil disobedience that one accepts the consequences willingly and openly.” 
And through his sacrifice, King reminds them that they too may be called as brave soldiers to the cause, “As we 
leave for Birmingham Jail today, we call out to America: “Take heed. Do not allow the Bill or [sic] Rights to 
become a prisoner of war.”  Period sources state King handwrote his speeches before handing them off to aides, 
who would type a clean copy then mimeograph them for the press, typically in a run of about 200 copies. Most, if 
not all, were distributed to the press, and then lost. It now presents in only fair condition with water staining and 
rust around the original staple, which is still holding. Mark from previous paper-clipping upper left. Light grey 
water stains to left side of document and bottom left corner frayed. All text legible. King’s return to Birmingham is 
a stunning moment in Civil Rights history, preserved through this historic document. $24,000 
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First Edition of Martin Luther King's 1967 Lectures 
at Massey Hall, Toronto 

KING, Martin Luther, Jr. First printing of Martin Luther King's lectures at 
Massey Hall, Toronto, concerning American race relations, the war in Vietnam, 
youth and social action and non-violence as a tactic for social change. Toronto: 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, 1967. Measures 8" x 5" inches. Ownership 
inscription in ink on inside front cover. The Masseys are a prestigious annual 
broadcast in which a noted Canadian or international scholar gives a weeklong 
series of lectures on a political, cultural, or philosophical topic. In this series of 
lectures, King's language is both rousing: "To-day the question is not whether 
we shall be free but by what course we will win." and precise "We are 
demanding an emergency program to provide employment for everyone in need 
of a job... It is now incontestable that the wealth and resources of the United 
States make the elimination of poverty perfectly practicable." King also 
provides a cogent breakdown of three groups of American youth in 1967 and 
their respective political subjectivities. We see King advancing structural 
critiques of American social inequality, emphasizing the common cause of 

agitated white youth, the poor, and African Americans. King states, "The Negro Freedom movement would have 
been historic and worthy even if it had only served the cause of civil rights. But its laurels are greater because it 
stimulated a broader social movement that elevated the moral level of the nation... a significant body of young 
people learned that in opposing the tyrannical forces that were crushing them, they added stature and meaning to 
their lives. The alliance of Negro and white youth that fought bruising engagements with the status quo inspired 
each other with a sense of moral mission." King delivered these lectures just a few months before his death, and 
despite being less well known than his American lectures, they offer some of the most concise distillations of his 
political philosophy at the time. Binding tight; interiors generally clean with very slight dampstaining to top edge; 
some foxing to edges. In very good condition overall. $1,250 

 

MLK Jr. Original Press Photo, taken by Black 
Photographer Johnnie R. Crump 

 
KING, Martin Luther, Jr.  Original vintage silver gelatin 
photograph by African American photographer Johnnie R. 
CRUMP (1905-1975). Vicksburg, MS: circa 1960s. The photo 
measures 5 x 7 in. Has a photographer stamp “Johnnie Crump's 
Vicksburg, MS" ink stamp on verso of the photo. The image 
shows Dr. King wearing a suit, seated behind a desk with his 
crossed hands resting on the surface. He appears to be listening 
intently. This is the only known photograph of Martin Luther 
King, Jr. taken by photographer Johnnie Crump. Johnnie Crump, 
an African American self-taught photographer, documented the 
lives of black subjects in Mississippi under segregation during 
the 1940s-1950s. Crump, who was friends with Medgar Evers, 
was very involved in the Civil Rights movement and a member 
of the NAACP along with his wife Clara.  Small loss to one 
corner, has been repaired with adhesive and minor crease on top 
left, overall in very condition. A powerful image. $1,200 
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Original Poster of Iconic Black Power Raised Fist 

"Power to the People" 
 

"Power to the People" Original Poster, iconic imagery of the Fist raised 
in protest. Large color poster 32 x 25 inches; The black fist, also known 
as the Black Power fist, is a logo generally associated with Black 
nationalism, Black pride, solidarity, and socialism. The raised fist logo 
more generally represents unity or solidarity, usually with oppressed 
peoples. Amongst African American activists in the United States, it has 
been called the Black Power salute. On top of the red fist, we see only the 
words: "Power to the People". Circa early 1970. A vertical tear from the 
center of the lower edge going upwards 7" has been closed with document 
repair tape. A visually striking poster asserting Black Power. $1,250 

 
2 Speeches by 2 South Carolina Governors Commenting 

on Lynching, 1948 and 1951 
 

 
Small archive of two pamphlets with transcripts 
of speeches concerning anti-lynching 
legislation. THURMOND, J. Strom. President 
Truman's So-Called Civil Rights Program. 
Columbia, SC:  [Columbia Democratic Party], 
1948. BYRNES, James F. Inaugural Address of 
the Honorable James F. Byrnes as Governor of 
South Carolina. Columbia, SC: N.p., 1951. At 
the time that this description is being written, 
just five copies are recorded in American 
institutions. OCLC search results are at best an 
estimate and can vary over time. Together, 2 
pamphlets, 8vo. In a statewide radio address, 
Strom Thurmond vehemently opposes 
President Truman's Civil Rights Bill including, 
notably, its anti-lynching provision. He warns 
that any intrusion of the federal government on 
states’ rights will lead to future violations, a 
familiar strategy for opposing both abolition 
and civil rights. Lynching, the premeditated and most often widely publicized and promoted murder of African 
Americans by mob violence, was a common strategy utilizing terror to block civil rights efforts. Two years later in 
his inaugural address, new South Carolina governor James F. Byrnes addresses lynching in shaded language, "If a 
man violates the law he should be arrested by local officers...If a man does not violate the law, no group of men has 
the right to assault him or to threaten and intimidate him...I recommend that the Legislature enact a law similar to 
the Alabama statute prohibiting persons over 16 years of age parading on the streets or highways while masked, and 
also to prohibit such persons entering upon the premises of a citizen to threaten or intimidate him." He goes on, "I 
will be the governor. I do not need the Ku Klux Klan nor do I want interference by the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People." Terrorism by mob violence kept African Americans from sending their children 
to integrated schools or claiming other rights of citizenship. Separate but equal, a linguistic fallacy, marked the 
ambivalence of southern legislators like Thurmond and Byrne and stalled meaningful change for decades. Lynching 
continued in South Carolina through the 1960s largely unabated by local or state officials. A federal anti-lynching 
law was not passed until 2022. In very good condition overall. $2,750 
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Black Panther's Rally for the People Poster 
 

May Day Protest Poster from the Black Panthers New Haven 
Chapter, one of the most successful Black Panthers branches, 
featuring the music of Santana. "May 1 Rally, Music, People". 
Photocopied poster.  New Haven, 1 May [1970]. Measures 16 1/4 
x 11 inches. A poster for an event at the center of the New Haven 
May Day protests in 1970. The trial of Bobby Seale, Ericka 
Huggins and others was underway, and thousands of Panther 
supporters crowded into New Haven for a rally and concert. The 
poster promises appearances by Panther leaders Dave Hillard and 
Artie Seale (Bobby's wife) as well as author Jean Genet, rock 
band Santana, and more. May 1st, 1970 was an historic day in the 
city of New Haven, Connecticut. Following the 1969 arrest of 
nine Black Panther members, including leader Bobby Seale, for 
the murder of Alex Rackley, a large protest rally was planned for 
May 1st, May Day, 1970 at Yale and on the New Haven Green. 
Despite fears of violent clashes, as had occurred in cities and 
college campuses in recent months, the May Day rally in New 
Haven was largely peaceful.  Horizontal fold, minor wear. Overall 
in very good condition. Many Black Panthers materials are on 
photocopied paper, as they were the cheapest and most available 
means to spread information about rallies. No copies held in any 
library or institution per OCLC Worldcat as of March 2022. $850 

 

 
 

Black Panthers Broadsheet Poster "Opening Salvos From A Black-White Gun" 
 

Black Panthers Double-sided broadsheet 
"Opening Salvos from a Black-White Gun".  
17 x 22 inches, printed in purple on lavender 
paper with the Black panther image on top. 
original folds. Berkeley, CA, 1 November 
1968. A collaboration between the Black 
Panthers and the Yippies. One side features 
dueling manifestos on the 1968 "year of the 
pig" election by Eldridge Cleaver and a 
committee of Yippies led by Abby Hoffman. 
The other side invites us to a "Pre-Erection 
Day Party" (sic) at the Berkeley Community 
Theatre featuring Cleaver, Jerry Rubin, the 
Floating Lotus Magic Opera Company, and a 
light show. The design is credited to "A. Kitt," 
the layout to "J. Baldwin," and hookah art by 
"Allston and Milvia." $1,250 
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Archive of The Militant Newspaper Covering 
Black Panthers, Student Radicals, Foreign 

Policy, and More 

Archive of five issues of the The Militant. Vol. 32, No. 38, 
September 1968, Vol. 33 , No. 21., Vol. 33, No. 28, Vol. 35, 
No. 30, and Vol. 37, No. 44, November 1973. New York: 
Militant Publishing Association 18" x 11.25" inches. Five 
well-preserved copies of The Militant, a Socialist Workers 
Party affiliated publication. The 1968 issue's contents deal 
with the shoot-up of the Oakland Black Panthers' 
headquarters by police, the unjust conviction of Huey P. 
Newton, the alliance between the Peace and Freedom Party 
and the Panthers, a centerfold interview with Palestinian 
militant Al-Fatah, and more. May 1969's edition bring a 
front page story on Ahmed Evans, a black man condemned 

to the electric chair by an all-white jury on account of murder, as well as a commemoration of the May birthday of 
the late Malcolm X. Other stories within this issue cover student uprisings at colleges across the country. The July 
1969 opens on the same note, with a front page article reporting on a Harris poll that found a "sharp rise in campus 
radicalism." This edition also covers in detail the fractures in student radicalism that led to the implosion of the 
Students for Democratic Society (SDS). In the August 1971 issue, attention turned to abortion rights for women, 
making appeals to women of all races and social positions. The issue also featured a profile on the Salvador 
Allende's socialist government in Chile. The 1973 edition has an article exposing the government spying and 
harassment on the Chicago Seven and its connection to the ongoing Watergate scandal and a back page article on 
United Farm Workers grape boycott led by Cesar Chavez. In foreign affairs, this issue's cover article is on the 
Greek student uprising against the US-backed dictatorship, as well as an article on US policy in the Middle east 
amid the ongoing energy crisis. Photo illustrations throughout. Clean layout and high paper quality compared to 
most alternative media publications of the era. Subtle tanning to periphery but overall in near fine condition. $750  

A "Message to America" from the Black Panther Party  

Eldridge Cleaver and Huey P. Newton. On the Constitution / Message to America / Towards a New Constitution. 
Oakland: Black Panther Party, 1970. Single newsprint tabloid sheet folded. 
The first page reprints Cleaver's 'On the Constitution'. the inner two pages 
"Message to America" by the Black Panther Party across the full sheet, and at 
the rear is Huey Newton's 'Towards a New Constitution'. Illustration of Party 
Chairman Bobby Seale strapped into the electric chair on cover. This collection 
of manifestos outlines in rousting prose the convictions and goals of the Black 
Panther Party. One of the goals was to enact a "Revolutionary People's 
Constitutional Convention", that would rewrite the Constitution, the "ultimate 
source of authority, the ultimate repository of the collective sovereignty of the 
people." This challenge is taken up by BPP Minister of Defense, Huey P. 
Newton, on the last page, in his treatise, "Towards a New Constitution." 
Newton proposes "a dictatorship by the people...simply that the people's needs 
will be the prime focus. And no one class, no one assortment of people, will 
receive the benefits and wealth of the country." The paper closes with the BPP 
mantra, "ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE." This paper is in very good 
condition overall. $680  
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Two Montana Mohawk Nation 
Newspapers Castigate Coal Industry 

for Ruining Sacred Lands in 
Arizona, Montana, and Canada 

 
Archive of two Akwesasne Notes newspapers 
affiliated with the Mohawk Nation and the 
American Indian movement. Vol. 5, No.5 and 
Vol. 6, No. 2. 1973-1974. Each 48 pages. 17" 
x 11.5" inches. Has a small mail sticker on 
front covers from the University of California, 
Riverside library as well as a withdrawal 
stamp. Both volumes cover the ongoing crisis 
in the Black Mesa region of Arizona, which 
spans through the Navajo and Hopi 

reservations and was under assault by extractive industries, particularly strip mining 
by the Peabody Coal Company. The cover image of Vol. 5 shows a giant skull captioned "Coal 
Co." set in the Montana Reservations, with Natives lined up to be swallowed by its gaping maw. 
This image uses the experience of the Arizona tribes with extractive industries to warn Natives at 
large of the threats posed to their land. A quote from James Bay Cree Indian, David Sandy, 
encapsulates the sentiment of this movement: "When you destroy part of the land, you destroy 
me also. I am part of the land." Vol. 6 has a very interesting cover with a caption that is critical 
to the image itself. The image shows a white man with a hard hat and necktie, ostensibly a 
manager or executive at an extractive industry, grotesquely engorging himself on forested lands. 
The caption states: "While it is fashionable to blame large corporations for consuming Indian 
land and water... the European/American life-style itself is the ultimate consumer - the 
corporations are the harvesters. These newspapers dealt with radical Native American politics on 
both sides of the American and Canadian borders and had links to the American Indian 
Movement, which was founded for similar reasons to groups like the Black Panthers and Brown 
Berets, but also included issues specific to Native 
communities like protection of the land. Vol. 5 has a one-
inch tear along left margin, but both newspapers are in 

very good condition overall. $550 

 

Scarce Black Panther Memo “Justice Amerikan Style” 

"Justice Amerikan Style". Vintage Double-sided photocopied flier, Folio 
size14 x 8 1/2 inches, illustrated with a photograph of Ericka Huggins raising 
her fist; Boston: Boston Panther Defense Committee, circa April 1970. The 
text of the document offers a detailed and lengthy explanation of the New 
Haven Nine case through the contempt convictions of Emory Douglas and 
David Hilliard, Emory Douglas a revolutionary artist and the Minister of 
Culture for the Black Panther Party, Douglas created iconography to 
represent black-American oppression. David Hilliard,the Panther Chief of 
Staff. The New Haven Nine case charges ranged from criminal conspiracy to 
first-degree murder of Alex Rackley, a fellow Panther. Minor wear, in very 
good condition and scarce. $785 
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Cesar Chavez and the UFW, 1966-86 Photo Archive 
Archive of seven original press photos from 1966-86 of Cesar Chavez and the UFW advocating for farm workers. 
Photos range from 9" x 6.5" to 11" x 8" inches. Black and white silver gelatin print photographs. The earliest photo 
from 1966 depicts Chavez leading a march in a sunny field near Madison, Wisconsin with fellow UFW workers 
toting American flags as well as the iconic Huelga eagle flag of the UFW. Chavez is clearly visible in all seven 
photos, save for one, though according to the press caption on verso he is marching in the procession that is 
depicted. This photo was taken in Delano, California, a center of migrant worker activism, and depicts the funeral 
procession for Nagi Daifullah, a Yemeni migrant laborer and UFW union leader who was brutally beaten and killed 
by Kern County police in 1973. Over the 20-year span of this archive, Chavez does not let up in his dedication to 
the struggle. In very good condition overall. $680 

 

Chicano Literary Magazine "Con Safos" With Early 
Short Story by Oscar Zeta Acosta 

Con Safos. Vol 2 No. 5. 1970, Los Angeles. 48 pages, 8" x 10.5." 
Bound in bright orange illustrated wrappers with a portrait drawing 
of Cesar Chavez before a bunch of grapes. Con Safos was a 
leading Chicano literary and art magazine that emerged in the East 
Los Angeles Barrio, utilizing Chicano narratives to address and 
document “El Movimiento.” Featured in this issue is "Perla is a 
Pig," an early story by Oscar Zeta Acosta, who wrote: The 
Autobiography of a Brown Buffalo and The Revolt of the 
Cockroach People.  Despite diligent efforts to publish "Perla the 
Pig" within his first ever novel, Zeta was unable to find a 
publisher. As a result, his early short story was published within 
this magazine. He was immortalized by Hunter S. Thompson, who 
characterized Acosta in Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas as 
Thompson's wisecracking "Samoan" attorney. Each story within 
this magazine explores the depths of the Chicano community, and 
the struggle of maintaining one's cultural identity. In very good 
condition. $650 
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A Journal of Hispanic Issues: 
Agenda Magazine Archive 

Agenda: A Journal of Hispanic Issues. 
Washington DC: National Council of La Raza, 
1977-1981. 12 issues of the bimonthly 
magazine, spanning the period from January 
1977 to February 1981. Issues present are Vol. 
7 Nos. 1 and 5, Vol. 8 No. 3, Vol. 9 Nos 1-4, 
Vol. 10 Nos. 2 and 4-6, and Vol. 11 No. 1. 
Multicolor illustrated wrappers with bold 
lettering. Agenda Magazine was a bimonthly 
publication published by the Office of Public 
Information of the National Council of La 
Raza. Each issue centers upon central 
socioeconomic matters in the Latinx 
community, including "lack of accessibility", "Latino political power", "education--key to opportunities", "culture 
retention", and more. Featured within the magazines are lengthy articles discussing issues impacting the Latinx 
community, including discrimination, lack of identity amidst Anglo-Saxon societal standards, and ethnic politics. 
Also highlighted are the achievements of Latinx citizens in the realms of business, art, and education. An important 
and empowering archive of Latinx history. Each issue is stamped by the Ethnic Studies Library at UC Berkeley on 
the front covers and bears a postage sticker on the back cover. This archive is in very good condition. $780  

 

1970s "Boycott Campbell's Condemned Cream of 
Exploitation" Farm Labor Organizing Committee 

Broadsheet 

"Boycott Campbell's Condemned Cream of Exploitation Soup In 
Support of Midwestern Farm Workers", Farm Labor Organizing 
Committee broadsheet. 1970s. 8.5" x 11". In 1978, President Velasquez 
led over 2,000 FLOC members on strike in the tomato fields of Ohio, 
the largest in agricultural history of Midwest, who demanded union 
recognition and a multi-party bargaining agreement. Campbell was 
underpaying their tomato pickers, some being under 10 years of age, 
which, in support of the DNC and Cesar Chavez, began an 8 year labor 
union struggle for the first tri-party contract ever in agriculture. 
Reverend Jesse Jackson lead a speech about the poor conditions against 
the farm workers in Ohio and delegated all supporters to hold up signs 
that stated “BOYCOTT CAMPBELL SOUP". The following year, 
FLOC held its first constitutional convention as a labor union, and the 

workers voted to boycott Campbell Soup in their call for negotiations. In 1983, they completed a nearly 600-mile 
trek from Ohio to the Campbell headquarters and had at least 200 supporters alongside them. Victory was finally 
won for over 8,000 migrant workers having received employee status with wages doubled. Printed on both front 
and back, the back title states "Cream of Reaganomics" in reference to the policies president Reagan and his 
administration had against unions. The poster represents the voice of of the Democratic Party, the DNC Hispanic 
Caucus, Cesar Chavez, and the United Farm Workers. Overall very good condition. $550  
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First Steps Towards Desegregation of the US Army 
 
Two very rare and early documents from the 1940 and 1944 regarding 
the future of African Americans in the Army and promoting 
desegregation years before it happened. The Roosevelt Record and the 

Negro People A Story of Progress, pamphlet promoting Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt's contribution to African American civil rights, [1944]. A rare text with 
only one known copy in an institution in the US as per OCLC Worldcat, as of 
March 2023. Measures 12" x 9" inches. 14 pages. Includes photo of the very first 
African American general in the US army. Inside the pamphlet gives promotional 
summary of Roosevelt's record with African Americans in the military, education, 
housing, jobs, construction, shipping, agriculture, and government. "The 
Roosevelt administration has brought needed aid to 681,790 Negro farmers" reads 
one page. In 1941 Roosevelt issued the Fair Employment Practice Committee, the 
most significant federal move to date in support of the rights of African 
Americans between Reconstruction and the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Millions of 
African Americans and women achieved better jobs and pay as a direct result.  
 
 
Comes with another early pamphlet advocating for the full integration of the US 
military eight years before President Truman’s desegregation order. Document 
titled: “The Acid Test of Democracy." NAACP: New York, 1940. 6 panels 
measuring 3.75 x 8.5 inches printed on yellow paper in dark blue ink. Front panel 
shows the scale of justice with "NAACP" in bold text behind it. The text begins, 
"The acid test of democracy in the United Stats is America's treatment of 
13,000,000 Negroes who are still fighting for the full measure of justice which our 
Constitution guarantees to all citizens of our country...despite the fact that the 
rapidly gathering world crisis makes our country look to our defense forces in 
order to keep democracy from being undermined here, no single factor contributes 
more to the weakening of this defense than the Presidential edict which segregates 
the Negro in all branches of the United States Army and Navy." More than 2.5 
million African Americans registered for the draft during World War II with 
African American women also volunteering in large numbers. While fighting for 
civil rights at home, they fought for democracy abroad. Bumped edge. Both items 
in very good condition. $2,400 
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 Black News 
Magazine Archive 
of 14 issues, Scarce 

and Influential 
1970s Brooklyn 

Afrocentric 
Publication 

 

Archive of 14 issues of 
the Black News 
magazine, which was 
published by The East 

organization in Brooklyn, New York, 1972-81. Vol. 1, No. 37, Vol. 2, No. 25, Vol. 3, Nos. 1, 3, 4, 10, 16, 20, 24, 
and Vol. 4, Nos. 6, 10, 16, 18, 20. Covers Pan-African topics, including the Black freedom struggle at home, 
political developments in postcolonial Africa, and Black musical, literary, and artistic figures. Bears several 
inscriptions by previous owners, including one with the maxim "Alkebulan light of the world." Alkebulan is the 
ancient name of Africa, of Moorish origin, and means the "mother of mankind" or "garden of Eden." This magazine 
was produced by the East organization, which was affiliated with the Black Muslim community and also cultivated 
ties with musicians, with the verso of the April 1975 edition advertising a concert calendar at the East space which 
included legendary jazz artists Pharaoh Sanders, Lonnie Liston Smith, and Archie Shepp. One particularly 
interesting interview is conducted in the March-April 1979 issue with one of the accused killers of Malcolm X, 
Brother Muhammed Abdul Aziz. In this interview, Aziz maintains his innocence 14 years on from the killing of 
Malcolm X, a crime for which he was wrongfully accused and not acquitted of until 2021. Another article, which 
helps delineate the EAST ideology, is a reprint of a fiery letter to the editor sent by Black Marxist-Leninist poet and 
playwright Amiri Baraka after an EAST reviewer panned his 1976 play S-1. Baraka, a strident socialist, tars the 
editorial board of EAST as "spineless petty bourgeois capitalist roaders" who are "petty capitalists selling trinkets 
and doodads... angry because there is no room for you small timers under monopoly capitalism/imperialism." 
Herein we see the contemporary fractures in black radicalism, with a winded Black socialist revolutionary 
movement clashing with the more ascendant cultural nationalists. This sizable run of the seminal Black News 
magazine also includes updates on South African apartheid, 
incidences of police brutality, conflicts in Central America and the 
Caribbean, and much more. Some toning to edges, but overall in very 
good condition. $1,150 

 

1970s Angela Davis Large Black and White Poster 

DAVIS, Angela. Measuring 28.5" x 39". Black and white portrait of 
feminist, activist, and Black Panther Angela Davis in the early 1970s. 
During this period, Angela Davis was arrested and held on trial on the 
charges of murder, kidnapping and conspiracy. This poster was likely 
sold non-commercially to raise funds for her defense. Enough funds 
were raised to have Davis acquitted and thrust Angela, then in her 
20s, into the leadership of the black liberation movement in which 
she still plays a major role against the prison industrial complex. 
Three tears approximately between 0.5" to one 2" tear at the top 
center. Wear to edges. Overall good condition. $1,200  
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Supreme Court Decision Freeing Black Labor Organizer Angelo 
Herndon, 1937 

DAMON, Anna. Victory, Decision of the United States Supreme Court in the Case of 
Angelo Herndon, April 1937. Chicago: State of Illinois, 1937. Measures 8.5" x 6.5". 
30 pages. In the introduction, Damon writes "The decision will be a spur to the fight to 
wipe out the repressive laws against labor and political groups which still disgrace the 
statute-books of thirty-four states. It will be a spur to greater victories in the fight to 
open other prison doors. Herndon is free...all other labor and political prisoners, next!" 
Angelo Herndon was an African American labor organizer arrested and convicted of 
insurrection after working to organize black and white industrial workers in Atlanta in 
1932. Close to 1,000 black and white unemployed workers united across color lines to 
demonstrate at the federal courthouse, alarming officials who began monitoring 
known leaders including Herndon. The case against him rested on "communist 
literature" found in Herndon's hotel room. He spent six months in prison before getting 
out on bail and was found guilty by an all-white jury in 1933. His case twice reached 

the United States Supreme Court which ruled Georgia's insurrection law unconstitutional for violating free speech 
and assembly. Light soiling on front cover does not affect text. Overall good condition. $450 

 

"This Child Had A Right To Live" Black Panthers Anti-Police 
Brutality Broadside"  

Black Panther broadside calling on citizens to attend a hearing on police 
misconduct in response to the murder of 15-year-old Melvin Black by Oakland 
Police in 1979. 11" x 8.5" inches. The broadside states that Black was "shot 12 
times in the back by three Oakland police officers", "had no weapon", the 
district attorney "ruled the murder 'justifiable homicide'", and the three police 
officers are "still on the job drawing their salaries." Forensic reports concurred 
with the statements made by Panthers, contra the police narrative that he was 
pointing a weapon at them, and this event was a public outrage and the City of 
Oakland settled in a civil suit brought forth by Black's mother. Very minor 
foxing along upper edge. Overall in very good condition. $380 

 
 
Scarce 1969 Magazine Introducing the Emergent Black Panthers 
SACHS, Patricia and KUGELMASS, J. Alvin. The Black Panthers. New York: 
Universal Publishing and Distributing Corporation, 1969. 64 pages. 10.75" x 8" 
inches. Original soft cover shows image of Panther logo and images of 3 Panther 
militants may be Huey Newton and Cleaver Eldridge. A full-length magazine on 
the Black Panthers, from their inception to their political theory to their conflicts, 
both with the powers that be as well as rival Black nationalists. Many high-quality 
photographs of key Panther figures in action - Newton, Seale, Cleaver. Articles 
include "The Soft Genocide", "The Negro in America", "Black Power Explodes", 
"Policies of the Black Panther Party", "Black Views of America" and "Guns and 
Political, What's To Be Done." Also includes a photo of Malcolm X giving a 
speech and pointing his finger. Closes with Eldridge Cleaver's official political 
program. Cover has a pink stain otherwise very good condition. $380 

 


